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SUMMARY One hundred patients with radiolucent gall stones -1 5 cm in functioning gall bladders
have received oral bile acid dissolution therapy since 1975. Complete data are available on 93 who
have received at least six months' treatment. The complete dissolution rate in appropriately selected
patients who complied with and tolerated an adequate course of treatment was 55%. By life table
analysis the recurrence rates were 13% at one year, 21% at two years, 31% at three years, and 43%
at four years. Thereafter the recurrence rate levelled out, being 49% at 11 years. Redissolution was
achieved in all seven patients who had a second course of therapy, but was usually followed by rerecurrence. Patients whose gall stones recurred did not differ significantly from those who remained
stone free with respect to age, sex, body weight, or time required for dissolution.

Although the treatment of gall stones with a bile acid
mixture had been reported as early as 1937,' it was
not until the first descriptions of gall stone dissolution
by pure chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA) in 197223
that this mode of therapy entered clinical practice.
Since then there have been numerous advances in the
medical treatment of gall stones. The optimum
patient selection criteria and drug dosage have been
defined.4 A second agent, ursodeoxycholic acid
(UDCA) which has a number of advantages over
CDCA has been introduced.5 Ultrasonography
is now widely used in the diagnosis and monitoring
of gall stone disease and provides information
complementary to that obtained from oral
cholecystography.6
Recurrence of gall stones after successful dissolution is common and is a major disincentive to
treatment.' The longterm outcome of successfully
treated patients is ill defined, however, as is the best
way to manage recurrences. The factors determining
recurrence are also unknown. Over the past 11 years
100 patients with gall stones have had medical
treatment in this unit according to the currently
accepted 'best' mode of therapy. In this article we
describe this experience with particular regard to

recurrence after dissolution and to redissolution of
recurred stones.

Methods
PATIENTS

Patients with radiolucent gall stones 1-5 cm in
diameter in gall bladders which opacified on oral
cholecystography were treated with CDCA 15 mg/kg
body weight (n=75) or UDCA 10 mg/kg (n=9) or a
combination of CDCA 8 mg/kg and UDCA 5 mg/kg
(n= 16). Chenodeoxycholic acid was taken at bedtime and UDCA either at bedtime or, since early
1986, in three divided doses daily. Between 1979 and
1982 UDCA was substituted for CDCA in patients
who had the irritable bowel syndrome or who
developed diarrhoea on CDCA alone. After 1982
such patients were given the combination of CDCA
and UDCA and recently this has been first choice
treatment for most patients. Obese patients were
always asked to lose weight and were referred to a
dietitian.
Follow up assessments were made at least every six
months and consisted of clinical appraisal, oral
cholecystography or ultrasonography, and since 1985
combined oral cholecystography and real time ultrasonography. Disappearance of gall stones was always
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latterly, a second normal ultrasound scan done after a
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further three months of treatment. Partial dissolution
defined as a decrease in size of gall stones
compared with previous imaging. All radiology
results were reviewed by a consultant radiologist as
well as the treating physician.
Patients who had successful dissolution of their gall
stones were followed up by annual cholecystogram
or, in recent years, ultrasound scan. Recurrence was
defined as typical appearances of gall stone on
cholecystography or ultrasonography.
Twenty five patients were entered into the British/
Belgian Gallstone Study Group's postdissolution
trial and were randomised to placebo, to low dose
UDCA (3 mg/kg/day) or to high fibre, low refined
carbohydrate diet. They are included because, in this
trial,' neither diet nor low dose UDCA significantly
affected the recurrence rate.
Between 1975 and February 1987, 100 patients
(mean age 55 years, range 20-87; 84 women) started
bile acid dissolution therapy. Eighty two patients
gave a history of typical biliary pain whereas the
remaining 18 patients had vague abdominal pain or
dyspepsia. Most of the patients were tertiary referrals
to the gall stone clinic (60 from surgeons, 14 from
other physicians), 15 were referred by general
practitioners and 11 came from other sources. In 27
patients surgery was contraindicated because of
coexisting medical problems; the remainder received
medical treatment because of their strong desire to
avoid surgery. Statistical tests used were x2 (with
Yates' correction for small numbers) and Student's t
test as appropriate.
was

Results
DISSOLUTION

Data

are not available for four patients who started
treatment within the last six months and three who
have been lost to follow up. In the remaining 93

patients there were, including recurrences, 101
instances of gall stones. Complete dissolution was
achieved on 47 occasions in 40 patients. Thus the
intention-to-treat success rate was 47%/case and
43%/patient. The duration of therapy to achieve
complete dissolution was 15 (10) months [mean
(SD)]; 60% of dissolutions occurred within one year.
Partial dissolution has occurred in seven patients still
on treatment and it is too early to judge their final
outcome. The causes of treatment failure are listed in
the Table. The complete dissolution rate in appropriately selected patients who complied with and
tolerated an adequate course of treatment was 55%.
This rises to 64% if currently treated patients with
partial dissolution are included as being likely to
progress to full dissolution.
Patients who had successful dissolution did not

Table Number ofpatients and reasons for failure of
medical dissolution ofgall stones
26 No reduction in size of gall stones on radiology after 12 months'
6
5
3
3
2
1

therapy or longer
Drug side effects, mostly diarrhoea
Severe or continuing symptoms leading to surgery
Failure of compliance
Initially unrecognised rim of gall stone calcification
Coincidental occurrence of cancers (bowel, breast)
Occurrence of pregnancy despite oral contraceptive therapy

differ significantly from those who failed to respond
to therapy as regards age [54 (16) v 58 (15) y], sex,
weight at the start of treatment [67.1 (12.5) v 68-7
(12.3) kg] or weight lost during therapy [2.4 (3.9) v
3.0 (3.8) kg].
RECURRENCE

By life table analysis the recurrence rate after
successful dissolution was approximately 10% per
annum for the first five years (Figure). Follow up of
patients who remained stone free for five years
showed no further recurrence. One patient has
escaped recurrence for 11 years. Thus the recurrence
rate in the long term is approximately 50%. Postdissolution follow up data are available over a period
of at least four years in 27 patients. Fourteen had
stone recurrence in the first four years. The 13
patients who remained stone free did not differ
significantly from the 14 who had recurrences with
respect to age [52 (16) v 53 (17) yr], sex, body mass
index at beginning of follow up [24.9 (4.9) v 2541
(5.3)] change in body weight during follow up (4.85
(4.85) v 1-34 (5.35) kg], drug used in treatment nor in
the length of treatment needed for initial dissolution
[12 (7) v 19 (11) months]. Pregnancy or oral contra100-
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Figure Life table analysis ofgallstone recurrence rate after
medical dissolution. Shaded area represents standard error.
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ceptive use did not influence recurrence but the
numbers involved were small.
DISSOLUTION OF RECURRENT STONES AND RERECURRENCE

Seven patients with recurrent stones opted for a
second course of bile acid therapy. This led to
complete redissolution in all seven. The patients
were then followed up in standard fashion. One was
lost to follow up. Re-recurrence was observed in four
patients, in each case within 24 months of stopping
treatment. Only two patients are known to be stone
free, after 12 and 48 months of follow up. One patient
with re-recurrence had a third course of bile acid
therapy but when this had failed to produce dissolution of her gall stones within eight months she opted
to have surgery.

Discussion
This study shows that, in appropriately selected
patients, an adequate course of medical treatment
produces complete dissolution of gall stones in up to
55% of cases and that approximately 50% of these
patients can expect to remain stone free in the long
term. Medical treatment of patients with recurrent
gall stones is highly successful but further recurrence
is likely after stopping treatment.
Using selection criteria similar to ours other
workers have reported complete dissolution rates of
5-75%.4"' Low rates occurred when inadequate
dosage of bile acids were used.9 High dissolution
rates of 70-80% have been reported in studies with
high exclusion rates. "' Previous reports of dissolution
rates on an intention-to-treat basis are in accordance
with our figure of approximately 45%."
Because it takes into account patients who have
been lost to follow up and also the variable periods of
follow up, cumulative life table analysis is the best
method for assessing the rate of postdissolution
recurrence. Studies which have not used this method
of analysis have reported 'recurrence rates' of
between 17% and 50%.712 Our results show that
recurrence occurs at a rate of approximately 10% per
annum for the first five years and is very uncommon
thereafter. This confirms and extends the findings of
a previous report with a shorter period of follow up.'3
We could not identify any clinical features which
differentiate patients who recur from those who do
not. Pregnancy and use of oral contraceptives, which
are known risk factors for gall stones, occurred in
only a small number of patients and not obviously
more often in those who recurred than in those who
remained stone free. Obesity too was not a predictive
factor nor was weight loss during treatment but obese
patients generally failed to lose weight.
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Recurrence of gall stones after successful dissolution is not unexpected as, after cessation of bile acid
therapy, bile reverts to being supersaturated in the
vast majority of patients.""'7 Only 50% of patients,
however, get recurrence in the long term. This
implies there are other factors besides supersaturation of bile which determine recurrence. Changes in
gall bladder motor function,"9 nucleating factors,20
and crystallisation inhibitors2"22 are thought to be
involved in the pathogenesis of gall stones. We
suggest they are also important in determining
whether gall stones recur and re-recur after successful dissolution. This hypothesis could be tested by
doing the appropriate studies of bile and gall bladder
function in patients whose gall stones dissolve and
relating the findings to the subsequent outcome in
terms of recurrence. Meanwhile, the most appropriate way to manage patients whose gall stones have
been dissolved remains unknown.
Presented in part at the Autumn meeting of the
British Society of Gastroenterology in Cardiff during
September 1986, and published in abstract form: Gut
1986; 27: 1234A.
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